in sharp contrast to critique's impulse to purification and denunciation, Latour advocates description as an altogether less confident and more provisional mode: "The critic is not the one who lifts the rugs from under the feet of naïve believers, but the one who offers the participants arenas in which to gather." 6 As Heather Love puts it, Latour's descriptions "are close, but they are not deep; rather than adding anything 'extra' to the description, they account for the real variety that is already there." 7 "Close, but not deep," involving a complex "gathering" but not the projection of "extra" forces-this offers a useful way of thinking about early eighteenth-century nature poetry. My test case will be Finch's Pindaric ode, "Upon the Hurricane" (1713), which treats the terrible storm that ravaged England in November 1703. 8 As the poem surveys the destruction of trees, fields, mansions, and ships, it describes things in all their ontological hybridity and intricate interconnectedness. Like much early eighteenth-century nature poetry, however, Finch's poem is often read as a "projection of" human "wishes," imagination, or categories onto a neutral "material entity that does nothing at all by itself." The notion that poetry involves loading up nature with subjective, imaginative meanings is so pervasive that it is unsurprising that even the very best readings of eighteenthcentury poetry sometimes lapse into such assumptions. For example, Charles Hinnant speaks off-handedly about the poem (and poems like it) in a way that locates meaning and value in the human mind: "cataclysmic events are made the instrument of the poet's vision by a projection of human values onto the external world." Another scholar takes the storm as the "objective correlative" of "the political tumults of Finch's life." 9 The notion of an "objective correlative" makes the human the source of meaning and presumes symbolic projection outward; in this reading, it is Finch's own deeply personal experiences that find physical form in the storm. Such assumptions are further licensed by powerful ideas about genre. Our templates for understanding the meditative poem and the Pindaric ode often emphasize human imagination and feeling, and they work backwards from a quintessentially Romantic understanding of the mind and the poem (where "an aspect of the outer scene" is important primarily in "stimulat[ing]" in human minds some "passionate," "personal," "emotional," or "human" truth). 10 In short, we assume that humans make nature meaningful. Yet, this is a strange way to read a poem that tries earnestly for over three hundred lines to understand the workings of nature and God-as we will see, a poem that foregrounds doubts about the human ability to interpret and that insists on the limits of the human mind.
Latour is helpful here, proposing that we question the autonomy of those "project [ing] " minds and the passivity of nature (which supposedly "does nothing at all by itself"). Without denying that our psyches and our societies are involved, Latour helps us see nature as "much more real, nonhuman and objective than those shapeless screens on which society-for unknown reasons-needed to be 'projected. '" 11 This is a salutary reminder as we approach Finch's poem. Of course, the poet writes the poem, and of course her personal experience of the storm and her personal beliefs come into play. However, we need not therefore assume that these are the only sources of meaning, and we need not posit a manipulative distance between the meaning-generating writer and the neutral world described. In so doing, we are drawing on a set of unexamined assumptions about "modern" (or "Romantic") autonomous subjects and inert, "blank" nature. 12 These assumptions are both anachronistic and inappropriate for Finch's poetry. In her "Petition for an Absolute Retreat" (1713), Finch offers a different way to understand the relationship between a meditative human mind and the natural world. In her wished-for "sweet, but absolute Retreat," she will meditate in peace:
Thus from Crouds, and Noise remov'd,
Let each Moment be improv'd;
Every Object still produce, Thoughts of Pleasure, and of Use: 13 Finch's statement echoes late seventeenth-and early eighteenth-century programs of Protestant meditation on the creatures. They use a similar idiom: meditation on natural "Objects" is a way of "improv[ing]" "little Fragments, or Parcels of Time," and the practice is remarkable for its "pleasantness" and pious "Usefulness."
14 For Finch as for other contemporary meditators, the human plays an active role in the process: she puts herself in the right place and the right frame of mind, and she attends to the "Objects." (She prepares and scrutinizes, not imagines or projects.) The impetus to meaning, however, comes from outside of her-usually, for contemporaries, from the Book of Nature that God encoded with instructive moral lessons. Finch states forthrightly that it is the "Object" that "produce[s]" meditations. Significantly, the "Use"-ful "Thoughts" that Protestant meditation accesses are not understood as imaginative projections onto objects or immediate revelations from God (neither essentially human nor essentially divine). Rather, they are speculative guesses, prompted by particular objects, about ultimately unknowable, supra-human truths. Though the meditator's agency and possible fallibility are always remembered, the humble hope is to glimpse hints that would help render nature and God a little less unknowable.
What if "Upon the Hurricane" does not involve the human mind projecting onto nature? We do not have to naively affirm Finch's God, her moral discoveries, or her political ideas to respect her poem's basic orientation: seeking to describe the storm and thereby at least partially comprehend the meanings it "produce [s] ." Hinnant, for instance, contradicts his off-handed mention of imaginative "projection" by arguing insightfully that Finch's poem features, above all, "the mind's difficulty in coming to terms with a force that defies human understanding." 15 The mind does not project meaning onto the world of the storm, so much as it grapples modestly with the storm's meaning for the world.
In "coming to terms" with the storm, Finch is pursuing something quite like Latour's descriptive turn. The two writers share a resistance to ontologies that distinguish tidily between subjects and objects. Of course, Finch's understanding of the nature of the world is different from Latour's, which allows for "variable ontologies" and actants of all sorts working in networks, but she too complicates any stable distinction between human and environment as she describes the many forces active in the storm. Like Latour, too, she describes these forces in all their dense, multifarious relationships: she "gathers" the manifold "participants" together in a poem and seeks to "account for the real variety that is already there." Her posture is modest and provisional-very different than the confident, illusion-shattering posture of critique. Her descriptions help mediate the experience of the storm to her readers. Sean Silver has pointed out that the November storm was understood as "the Great Storm" only after print culture enabled contemporaries to make sense of their individual experience in relationship to larger systems and collectives. 16 Finch participates in such a project, but-more than this-she models mediating and meditative techniques of making sense. For Finch, the storm is an ontologically complex force "that defies human understanding." Certainly, God is involved. The winds "obey" God and "fulfill" his "Will"-God acts through them. Finch also tries to situate the current storm in the unfolding sweep of providence and history, likening it to biblical storms in Lebanon and Kadesh. The poem, though, recognizes that total knowledge of God's meaning and His "fulfill[ment]" of prophecies is not possible for the limited human mind. What is more knowable is the storm itself, and it is thus telling that the poem's opening lines shift quickly from God to the natural realities of the winds. Both God and the winds are actors within the world of the poem, and God's agency does not diminish the very real agency of the natural second causes that He deploys. From the poem's third line, Finch allows the natural entities their own materiality and force, giving them much more specificity than the Psalms' general mention of "Winds and Storms." She describes the winds' usual behavior (they use "gentle Methods" to "bestow" some "Motion" on "sluggish Vapours" that "Condens[e] into Mists"), and she develops a contrast to their violent, "unlimited" actions during the storm. 18 God and nature both work in and through the storm. Finch even further complicates the issue by grappling with the question of human agency. She worries that God might have willed the winds because of bad English actions: the winds "chastis'd" the "Ill" done by "our most secret Sins."
19 She suggests that the storm might be providential punishment. Richard Kidder, Bishop of Bath and Wells, was killed when two chimney stacks crashed through his house, and Finch wonders if the nonjuring minister that Kidder had replaced would have met a similar fate. 20 She also partially recants: "let no daring Thought presume / To point a Cause for that oppressive Doom." 21 She guesses, doubts, and leaves the thought hovering skeptically. The poem renders the storm ontologically and causally hybrid: it is not really God so much as it is a complicated constellation activated by an ultimately unknowable combination of winds, God, and human actions.
Finch's providentialism is interesting in relation to the project of critique, sometimes called "the hermeneutics of suspicion." Given Finch's earnest Christian faith, it is clearly inadequate to read her appeals to God critically or suspiciously, "decod[ing] religious language and ideas as mystifications of economic, political, and social conditions and relationships." 22 This would be to unveil "powerful agents hidden in the dark," instead of respecting Finch's own understanding of the "real variety" of forces at work in the world. 23 Moreover, several scholars have pointed out that scholarly critique today replicates a traditional Christian logic, whereby "the most significant truths are not immediately apprehensible and may be veiled or invisible" (as Stephen Best and Sharon Marcus put it).
24 "X is really-or, really means-A," because God stands behind or above things, securing their true, deep, symbolic meanings. Importantly, it is also inadequate to read Finch's poem as engaging a type of Christian hermeneutics in which "the most significant truths" are "invisible," deep meaning somewhat replaces material reality, and God is the "real" invisible causality that explains everything. Instead, Finch leaves readers with an awareness of the storm as a complex constellation that draws together not only winds, God, and human actions, but a whole range of other relevant agents and forces: the Bible, the past, Kidder, oaths of allegiance, chimney stacks, us, our sins, her guesses, death, fallen branches, vapors, and local motion. Even as Finch wonders what "Warning" the storm is sending to "Britannia now," she offers no real answers.
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Her position is humble, provisional, and attuned to multiple actors and forces that are somewhat flattened out so they all interact with one another. The storm signifies but it remains a storm; and, while its meanings are hard to apprehend fully, its physical actions and the interrelations between natural actors are not. Finch's providentialism, then, shares less with the confident postures of contemporary critique (or of a strong version of Christian hermeneutics) than with the modest eighteenth-century brand of empiricism-cum-voluntarism that Robert Markley recovers in Daniel Defoe's account of the same storm: "fer-vent assertions of God's hand in the storm" and of "the inscrutability of divine will"-far from "serving as a bar to scientific inquiry"-actually "provoke scientific speculations," and observers recognize that "human activities, the land, and the climate are bound in complex feedback loops within . . . a divinely ordered but still mysterious universe." 26 The appeal to God is a way of making sense of a phenomenon's complexity, not of reducing it to (or substituting it for) one deep, true meaning. Finch seeks comprehension by humbly describing, by "gather[ing]" multiple forces and possibilities together within the "aren[a]" of the poem.
The poem continues to foreground the multiple, overlapping, and dispersed agencies involved in the storm. The first stanza features the undeniable truth that the storm winds destroyed lots of trees. (Defoe stopped counting fallen trees in Kent at 17,000). 27 Finch's account highlights a natural ecosystem in which a whole array of objects and forces play a role. The winds are active, but they meet the recalcitrance of the trees-like the oak, which "Rely'd upon" its "native Force. 29 Finch here acknowledges another possible role that God played in the storm: in the beginning, He "design'd" the trees to serve certain "Uses" that His in-thestorm actions subvert. Even God's role is complex. Finch also implicates the entire ecosystem in the trees' destruction. They fall because "not, alas! one Element" is able to help them. She is specific, exploring natural facts about soils, erosion, and high winds. Rainfall has saturated the soil, which is then unable to keep trees fixed; trees strive to stay put, but the "destructive" hurricane winds finally upend them; "Fire" will eventually consume them. To her emerging constellation of natural actors and forces, she adds creation, rainfall, soil saturation, tree roots, and fire. "Upon the Hurricane" describes the world of the storm in all its ontological complexity.
"Close, but not deep," involving a complex "gathering" but not the projection of "extra" forces-so far so good, but Finch's descriptions seem strikingly unlike Latour's insofar as they are poetic. Finch, though, does not offer up literary figures like personification, metaphor, and apostrophe as imaginative projections of human categories onto neutral nature. Far from it: the figures are tools in her descriptive project. 30 Take the personifications, for example.
The poem gives objects agency without departing from natural fact: the trees get mostly passive verbs attached to them-they are "design'd," "resign'd," "check'd"-and their active verbs indicate plausible (and failed) actions: they struggle "to contend," and they "grow" in ways not "fix'd" enough in the soil. Heather Keenleyside, John Sitter, and Tobias Menely have done exciting work on eighteenth-century personifications like these; they argue that such figures are materially sensitive and ontologically levelling. Personifications illuminate the very real ways that things act. 31 Intriguingly, Finch's personifications thus anticipate recent work pursuing parallels to Latour's descriptive turn. For instance, Jane Bennett's Vibrant Matter explains:
[A]n anthropomorphic element in perception can uncover a whole world of resonances and resemblances. . . . We at first may see only a world in our own image, but what appears next is a swarm of "talented" and vibrant materialities (including the seeing self). A touch of anthropomorphism, then, can catalyze a sensibility that finds a world filled not with ontologically distinct categories of beings (subjects and objects) but with variously composed materialities that form confederations. In revealing similarities across categorical divides and lighting up structural parallels between material forms in "nature" and those in "culture," anthropomorphism can reveal isomorphisms. 32 Anthropomorphism can be instrumental. While at some level fanciful or imaginative, the trope can also quite seriously figure-or give form to-natural realities and relations. It can help us apprehend and better understand the multiple kinds of agency and animation that surround us. Finch's personifications work exactly like this. Keenleyside has even suggested that "eighteenth-century personifications might help us to imagine the sort of world that scholars like Latour and Bennett envision: one that is not divided into persons and things, agents and instruments, animate and inanimate beings."
33 Centuries before Bennett suggested it, personifications helped Finch describe the world in its fraught complexity.
Significantly, I would add, in Finch's poem it is not just personifications that work like this. Nor is it just agencies outside of the human (the "swarm" of "vibrant materialities") that are discovered. Finch's figurative language accesses other kinds of isomorphism still, probing likeness across ontological and epistemological categories. "Upon the Hurricane" refines sophisticated techniques for highlighting likeness. Objects are not only personified: they are named in periphrastic ways that highlight their relations in a larger cosmic scheme, and descriptions are attuned to the metaphorical freight that inheres in our "factual" words. Metaphors bring out the moral implications of things, and analogies slide easily from the explicit to the submerged, raising questions about the difference between rendering humans like or as objects.
The poem often uses repeating, resonant words to flag relations across categories or species in the world of the storm. For instance, the word "vain" is used to link together the general and the particular: trees in general ("you Trees!") "found it" "vain" to resist the winds, but so did the particular trees depicted ("In vain the Shrubs," "The Beech in vain"). 34 The word also connects objects across categorical boundaries-such as when clouds seek the end of the hurricane "Vainly" and "In vain." 35 Further, the word links trees and clouds with people, as the poem notes that "vainly" humans had built their "Fences" and made their property "Bargains." 36 Such keywords highlight similarity while recognizing difference. They embrace the individuality of objects while placing them in a larger cosmic scheme. 37 Finch seeks to understand-to describe-the dense interconnectedness of things in her world. Interconnectedness, moreover, is not merely material. The poem explores the relationship between natural actions and human truths. To better understand how this works, we should return to Finch's model of Protestant meditation, which also draws on tropes of likeness. For Finch in the "Petition" poem as for other eighteenth-century meditators, the move from the "Object" to the "Use"-ful "Thoughts" they "produce" requires instrumental analogies. For example, the "Petition" poem features a meditation on a dying tree. The "Object" "produces," first, an invitation to compare perceived and perceiver: an oak withers and dies, and so do we. The analogy then yields a pious meditation for humans about embracing mortality and preparing for death. In such meditation, it is not so much that Finch's language or imagination has made the tree an analogue for people. Rather, the meaning is articulated by the poet but has its source and mandate in a supra-human truth somehow encoded in the tree. Both trees and humans are mortal, after all. Contemporary meditators understood their figures to be epistemologically instrumental because likeness was part of the structure of the world. The tree relates to humans, while still being really a tree (a precisely, empirically described tree, at that). 38 Indeed, as nature is God's great book, crammed full of linkages and lessons, the accumulation of more details about the tree opens up more analogical truths. Eighteenthcentury meditators used analogies to explore "a whole world of resonances and resemblances." This is central to Finch's poetics in "Upon the Hurricane." In traditional literary terms, Finch's tree destruction passage moralizes the trees; but, whereas this sounds relatively stable (there is the thing and the human application), the poem's descriptions remain acutely precise in their treatment of nature, even as they open up multiple, overlapping moral resonances that are articulated provisionally. The tree destruction passage sets up family relationships: the trees are "Brethren" to one another and the "beauteous Progeny" of their "Mother Earth." These tropes are responsive to the etymology of "progeny"-the Latin prōgeniēs refers to the result of breeding, to human children, animals, or plants. They are also responsive to material fact, for contemporary natural philosophers often understood soil as a motherly matrix of sorts. 39 "Mother Earth" is not only a figure for all of nature but refers to a particular stretch of motherlike soil that provided its plant "Progeny" the nutrients enabling growth and that now struggles to keep them "fix'd within her Bosom." Finch thus brings together nature and culture, the literal and the figurative, the general and the particular. She manages something similar in her use of "undermin[e]": because of "long preceding Rains, / (Which undermining sink below)," "Mother Earth" has lost "her wonted Strength." The word "undermine" had a literal, scientific meaning at the time-water could "undermine" soil, saturating the soil as it works its way underground and making erosion more likely. "Undermine" also implies very human motives and trickery. Finch continues to attend carefully to the natural process and natural relationships as she discovers fundamental truths about motherly love, mortality, and ambition: "Mother Earth" has been "undermin[ed]" by rain, by an overabundance of fertility and wealth. Trees should help: a 1707 agricultural manual explains that alder trees helpfully "preserv[e] the Banks" of "Rivers and Streams . . . from being undermined by the Water." 40 But they have failed to guard against saturation, and the soil in turn fails its plants. There is a limit to the soil's maternal role. Finch explains, addressing the trees: you are not "so fix'd within her Bosom . . . / That for your sakes she can resolve to bear" the slings and arrows of outrageous rainfall. By casting the soil's saturation as a question of "resolve," Finch underscores the personified relationship (and of course mothers "bear" children and can decide to endure great suffering and pain). "Resolve" also has several literal, scientific senses that involve loosening or dissolving. 41 When water joins with wind and
God's will, the soil "resign[s]" the trees to death. The storm winds "check'd" the trees' "nobler Aims," and the reader is invited to take away a momento mori moral (akin to that in "Petition"). We are in the exact same position as the trees: we too are passive in the face of destruction and death, and we too will die, despite our noblest hopes. Clearly, Finch's descriptions are elaborately wrought, but-I insist-the figurative language, the moral categories, and the analogically accessed value judgments are not simply imaginative additions to the real facts of nature. The poem complicates stable distinctions between object and meaning-the real and the constructed-by cultivating the moral without diminishing the natural processes involved in the tree destruction. In fact, as Finch acknowledges that the storm might be linked to human moral failings, the natural and the moral are never as tidily separate as we might want to make them. The poem thereby adds to the complicated constellation of forces involved in the storm some moral and human realities: mortality, ambition, sin, love, family, endurance, suffering, failure. Meanings accessed by literary figures are part of the "real variety that is already there," that is humbly called up and considered by the poem's descriptive techniques.
Finch pursues a descriptive project attuned to both interconnectedness and moral meaningfulness in larger ways, too. She knits her poem together through patterns of point / counterpoint. The tree destruction passage has its counterpoint in a description of human destruction. "Death" lurks everywhere during the hurricane, including "in the Street": Finch's diction flags trees and people as analogues or foils-and not simply with the word "vain." Where trees found it "vain . . . to contend" with the wind when "not, alas! one Element" was their "Friend," the people "Implor[e] the Aid of absent Friends in vain." The relation between the two is even more fundamental. If trees are treated like humans in the earlier passage, here humans are depicted as objects. Introducing the people, Finch says only "some"-strategically withholding a more precise noun that could distinguish between persons and plants. Her ways of describing these "some," then, focus on the physical, their "upward Parts," "following Limbs" and "hal [ves] ." In the beginning of the passage, especially, they are-like the trees-mostly acted upon ("O'ertaken" and "interr'd"), and their more active verbs involve fundamental kinds of movement that humans share with nonhumans: "advance," "survives," "strives." Finch objectifies and distances the people described from the reader: it is hard to even tell the "Limbs" belong to people until the bodies they are attached to start to "Implor[e]." The poem's language somewhat levels ontological distinction, requiring us to reckon with the passivity, materiality, and mortality that we share with trees. These connections are central to Finch's "coming to terms" with the storm. They help her to one of the poem's fundamental meditative (analogical) insights: humans have no more control over their "Fate" than the objects destroyed all around them during the storm.
43 This is a physical and a moral truth. As "Upon the Hurricane" describes the storm, it represents the relationships between people and things in ways much closer to the messiness of Latour's ontological categories than the "modern" or "Romantic" ones we usually bring to the period's poetry. Scholarly postures of critique and suspicion do an injustice to the poem's logics: instead of confidently unveiling hidden depths or the secret truth, it grapples humbly with multiple possible meanings prompted by real phenomena. The poet does not project onto blank screens, so much as she "gathers" together and attempts to at least partially understand the complexity that resides in God's creation-a creation that is in itself active, material, and moral.
Moreover, the Pindaric ode or meditative poem does not necessarily feature the (proto-Romantic) projections of the human mind. As Desiree Hellegers has suggested in an intriguing reading of The Spleen (1701), Finch and many of her contemporaries associated the Pindaric form "with the contingent, voluntaristic methodology espoused by the English experimentalists" in their attempts to make sense of the real: its irregularity signaled a "commitment to an inductive methodology" and a "rejection of theoretical closure and dogmatism." 44 And Finch's attitude to language shares less with a "Romantic"/"modern" association of literary figure with creativity and imagination than with late seventeenth-and early eighteenth-century natural philosophy's serious interest in language as a tool for provisionally illuminating truths about the world. 45 In fact, we might understand the fundamental posture of the early eighteenthcentury meditative poet as akin to that of Latour's scientists, who "translate" or mediate the language of things-things that, though "mute from birth," are nonetheless "capable of speaking, writing, signifying within the artificial chamber of the laboratory." Latour foregrounds the complexity of this relation: "Who is speaking when [such things] speak? The facts themselves, beyond all question, but also their authorized spokespersons." (Finch tells us, we remember, that it is the "Object" that "produce[s]" the meditations she writes.) Like Latour's scientists, Finch is a "scrupulous" but fallible "representative" of things that, in themselves, act and mean in the world around her. 46 Aware of representation's vagaries, she tries, heuristically, to represent. Put another way, hers is a brand of anthropomorphism and metaphor that tries to get past anthropocentrism to a humble, always-only-partial understanding of what the storm means.
To truly appreciate Finch's "descriptive turn," then, we need to resist not only the fundamental postures of critique and suspicion, but very precise interpretative moves that these postures motivate. Latour points to some such moves: critique works by purifying phenomena into two ontological poles (objects versus subjects, or nature versus society) and denouncing anything in between. I would add that scholarship also sets up and polices strong boundaries between different disciplines or areas of inquiry. Science gets to be on the side of nature, but politics, morality, and poetry are "social." Yet, Finch would not have shared our sense of the disciplinary divides. For her and her contemporaries, nature just was moral and political-even when scientifically understood and even before any human attempts to specify that content. Scholars often presuppose another fundamental boundary: between language and reality. We assume that literary figures come from the human mind or from human culture and that, as linguistic creations, they can have only an arbitrary relation to the world itself. Like Latour, however, many of Finch's contemporaries would resist any understanding of language completely severed from the world of things and the world of action. Words mediate: they can illuminate God's great book of nature. Finally, and most subtly, we assume that the claims of poetry are confident, total, and final, that the poet creates and controls the meanings of things. We thus overlook modesty and provisionality in the meaning-making process. We neglect the ways that eighteenth-century poems can offer not conclusions but the experience of coming to terms: interpretations are proposed, doubted, and left hovering, while multiple, even conflicting meanings can help a poet (and a reader) make sense of something that exceeds both the self and the poem. All of these scholarly interpretative moves, pervasive in recent literary and cultural critique, foreclose the possibility of rich, dynamic interactions between people, words, and things. But such interactions are the most important part of the world of Finch's "Hurricane."
In closing, I want to suggest that we would be better readers of eighteenthcentury nature poetry if we took seriously poets like Finch when they suggest that "Objects" can "produce / Thoughts." James Thomson and Alexander Pope make similar points:
I know no Subject more elevating, more amusing; more ready to awake the poetical Enthusiasm, the philosophical Reflection, and the moral Sentiment, than the Works of Nature. 47 The Descriptions of Places, and Images rais'd by the Poet, are still tending to some Hint, or leading into some Reflection, upon moral Life or political Institution:
Much in the same manner as the real Sight of such Scenes and Prospects is apt to give the Mind a compos'd Turn, and incline it to Thoughts and Contemplations that have a Relation to the Object. 48 Nature's objects provoke "Enthusiasm[s]," "Reflection[s]," "moral Sentiment[s]," "Thoughts and Contemplations," and these various meanings have some ontological basis, some "Relation to the Object." (Such possibilities are often underwritten by a sincere belief in God's book of nature.) Poetry aims to capture such meanings while mimicking and modeling the meditative process. Indeed, we might be better readers of eighteenth-century nature poetry if we took seriously not only the agency of the natural world but also the role figurative language can play in revealing such agency and its larger stakes-in helping people get from the "Object" to "Reflection[s]," "Thoughts and Contemplations." 49 I want to suggest too that, while I have mainly focused on what Latour's project offers to our understanding of Finch's, the reverse is also interesting. Latour himself recognizes that literature is especially good at thick, messy description. He proposes, even, that sociologists could learn from literature to "become less wooden, less rigid, less stiff in their definition of what sort of agencies populate the world"; he has pursued this insight, focusing on semiotics, narratology, and "the beings of Fiction [FIC] ." 50 At his best, he also helps us see that words, descriptions, and other kinds of representation are themselves active participants in the networks he describes. 51 Still, there is more to say about figurative language and poetry-especially since "new materialist" projects in the spirit of Latour often pit themselves against the so-called "linguistic turn" and avoid or downplay issues of language. For instance, Bennett seems to try to sidestep language by treating anthropomorphism as an "element in perception." 52 But what does it mean to translate a trope into perceptive process? Why can't tropes in themselves-as structures of language, made manifest in ink or sound-be another kind of actant in an ontologically complex world? Certainly, Finch understands anthropomorphism, analogy, and metaphor as useful heuristic tools for understanding nature. And, if seventeenth-and eighteenth-century writers thought carefully about figurative language's ability to access and shape truth, James Bono argues that figure "function[s] both generatively and transformatively" in science and culture still today. 53 I am not interested in proposing that we describe nature just as early eighteenth-century poets described it, and I do not want to elide the fact that, unlike Latour's, Finch's interest in objects and tropes is underwritten by period-specific beliefs in an active God and a providential natural world. Yet, I think we would be better readers of more than just eighteenth-century poetry if we took seriously the role figurative language can play in helping people get from "Object[s]" to "Reflection[s]," "Thoughts and Contemplations"-to a richer understanding of the world.
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